
   SAMPLE COVERAGE  

                                            
CAST, & OTHER KNOWN ELEMENTS: N/A 

LOGLINE: When a timid, pop-culture-hating novelist is assigned to write the biography of a 
wild pop music superstar, she must struggle to overcome her prejudices, and understand the 
record industry, to get the true story behind the singer. 

SYNOPSIS:   

In modern day London, MARY (30s), is a struggling, timid writer. She's never managed to 
repeat her past success due to her hatred of pop-culture and persistence in writing quality, but 
unsellable, Jane Austen biographies rather than popular dime-a-dozen cookery books. She's 
single and spends her time doing a mixture of writing and attending AA meetings in support 
of her alcoholic sister, NORA (35), whom she has a quarrelsome relationship with. Indeed, at 
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one such AA meeting, Mary is pulled aside and told that she owes £60,000 in Nora's 
counselling fees due to her sister's lack of health insurance – money Mary doesn't have.  

The next day Mary begs her publisher for any work he can get her, and is offered the chance 
of a "big bucks" deal to write the biography of the world's biggest pop star, PERI LAKE (20), 
whom Mary has never heard of. Mary is appalled by the idea – believing this is exactly the 
kind of book that is ruining the publishing business – but accepts as she has no alternatives. 

Flown to Los Angeles, Mary meets Peri for the first time in a nightclub. The singer is 
surrounded by a group of airheads, who pose as her friends, and parties extravagantly. She 
quickly dismisses Mary as dull before realising Mary is her biographer and turning on the 
charm. This charm quickly fades as Peri grows suspicious that Mary is only out to make 
money off of her success, so warns the novelist that she isn't going to make her life easy. 

The pair's relationship improves when Mary saves Peri from a fight and smuggles her out of a 
venue without being spotted by paparazzi. Mary's newfound confidence impresses Peri, and 
they have a first proper conversation where Mary speaks of her sister troubles and Peri admits 
that everyone she surrounds herself with is fake. This sign of emotional maturity on Peri's part 
impresses Mary and they bond – Peri agrees to cooperate with Mary to write the biography.  

Soon, as part of biography research, the pair visit Peri's former stage school. Here Mary learns 
from a family friend of Peri's that the singer had a falling out with her parents years ago and 
they haven't spoken since. This saddens Mary, who believes that everyone needs family, and 
indeed later that night finds her thoughts confirmed when she finds Peri asleep with a photo 
of her family under her pillow – thinking this is a sign that Peri misses her parents. 

Now in London for Peri's gig, and with the biography deadline looming, Mary is pressured to 
get a scoop on Peri. She arranges for Peri to have an interview at their hotel, and in the 
meantime shows her around London. Here Peri reveals that she doesn't speak to her family 
because they blackmail her with knowledge about her they could give the press. Mary 
comforts Peri before introducing her to Nora, who spitefully tells Peri that Mary only pretends 
to be her friend for the money – a lie that causes Peri to flee and Mary to disown Nora. 

Mary dashes back to the hotel to try and stop Peri's interview, but it's too late. When she 
arrives Peri is face to face with her parents who disparage her in front of everyone. Mary 
argues that the photo under the pillow shows that Peri longs for her family, yet Peri replies 
that the photo was taken the last day she ever saw them and reminds her of the freedom she 
felt. She storms out the room and prepares for her concert by drowning her sorrows in booze. 
Indeed, when she finally takes to the stage she's so drunk her performance is abysmal and she 
collapses in front of a booing audience. Something Mary tries to rescue Peri from, but when 
the singer clocks her she pretends to not recognise her and Mary is ushered away for good.  

Several weeks later, and after having seen endless negative coverage of Peri on TV, Mary 
stumbles across a book signing event with Peri and her new biography at Waterstones. Mary 
attends and hands Peri a copy of her own biography manuscript – a piece that she hopes will 
reflect the true nature of their friendship. Peri dismisses Mary but keeps the book and later 
turns up at Mary's own book launch to release her version of Peri's biography. They both 
apologise to each other for the mistakes they each made and make up, becoming friends again 
and each with a new understanding and appreciation for who each other are.  

COMMENTS Overview: 

A comedy where the humour is found in the timid protagonist, Mary, being flung woefully 
out of her comfort zone into the California pop music industry. The script has huge potential 
with a 7-14 year old audience due to marketing and merchandising opportunities, but is 
marred by competing A and B-story themes that derail the protagonist's character arc, destroy 
conflict and that leave its message confused. And given it's been written for an older audience 
with many scenes based on alcoholism and drugs, it will need a lot of work to rewrite. 



COMMENTS: 
The script's A-story theme – overcoming prejudice to make a friend in an unexpected place – 
fits perfectly the premise of a timid, geeky novelist being thrown into the superficial world of 
the Californian pop-music scene. It is a theme we're used to seeing, but using the backdrop of 
the music industry rather than Hollywood brings a freshness to this work. It is, however, a 
theme that sadly gets undermined by a B-story topic of family Vs. friendship which creates a 
thematic tug-of-war that dilutes the message of the story and makes characters less engaging. 

The undermining occurs noticeably within our protagonist. Here the B-story – Mary's tested 
loyalty to her alcoholic sister – weakens the A-story's ability to set up Mary as being a flawed 
prejudiced character, because she's seen caring for someone you'd expect her to avoid. Thus 
Mary's potential arc, from prejudiced to accepting, is depleted before it's begun and leaves her 
climax confused. She simultaneously overcomes prejudice to make a new friend  in Peri,  
which we love her for, whilst disowning her ill sister – which we're unable to get behind. 

The A-story is further undermined by the lack of a clear antagonist. Peri is intended to be the 
antagonist, as she embodies everything Mary despises, which leads to Mary prejudging her. 
Yet quickly these two become friends, and by the midpoint the Peri-caused conflict has 
ceased. Meanwhile Mary's sister Nora accidentally becomes the antagonist by not only 
causing the inciting incident – making Mary find money to pay her counselling fees – but also 
causing Mary to make the biggest decision of the film and disown her. The B-story conflict 
overtakes the A-story's, and the message of battling preconceptions is lost; taking with it the 
audience emotional investment. A problem that could be fixed by wedging more conflict 
between Mary and Peri, and the screenwriter utilising Mary's life experience with Nora as a 
way for her to start overcoming her prejudice and understand how Peri operates.  

In terms of structure, the writer has a good grasp of what to do but is let down, once again, by 
the theme. Act one efficiently sets up Mary's flaws so that we reach act two by page 18. Yet 
immediately in act two things being to meander. The lack of a strong antagonist means filler 
comedy moments fail to move the story forward. The writer tries to up the pace by having the 
biography deadline looming – a logical way to build tension into the third act – but it's ruined 
by characters not reacting to it and so the audience never cares. It should be pushed further so 
that Mary's threat of failing a deadline conflicts with Peri refusing to cooperate.  This could 
cause Mary further anger at Peri before realising that she has to change to succeed. 

The comedy tone of the piece is set mostly through the dialogue in every scene. This is where 
the writer excels, as it's punchy with often hilarious one liners from characters that have their 
own humour styles and is the thing that most gets you to connect with them. More could be 
done here, with further action comedy set-pieces being built for bigger payoffs. All the 
characters, props and locations of the record industry means there's a lot of scope for this 
being a big comedy with a huge heart, such as 'Freaky Friday', that it's not yet achieving.  

Turning to marketability now, and currently the script is at odds with its potential target 
market. With its cynicism towards the record industry's excesses, inspired by what 'Ugly 
Betty' did to fashion, it's aiming for the 25-34 market but needs to be targeting 7-14 year olds. 
The film's focus on a Taylor Swift-like 20 year old pop superstar, with pop performances 
throughout, means that most older audiences will tune out because they simply won't want to 
be seen seeing it. However the younger audience, like they did with the 'Step Up' series, will 
love it. Especially if an up-and-coming Disney star or a famous singer could be given a 
starring role and the characters' ages are lowered. That, coupled with the potential for a big 
pop music album release, gives this script a lot of advertising and merchandising potential.  

Overall this is a story that misses its mark. Having a pop-culture hating bookworm thrust into 
the pop music industry makes for an interesting take on a protagonist-being-of-their-comfort-
zone tale, and would appeal to a younger audience. Yet, as it stands, the script has a confusing 
message and targets the wrong audience, which means it fails to be emotionally engaging. 

READER’S RECOMMENDATION Verdict: PASS


